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Lessons from Academic Writing, CLGE 6106: Summer 2017 

Academic Writing is a Journey 

 

How to Fly through Academic Writing Stress-Free 
 

 
 

Flying, like writing, is often a stressful experience.   
These steps will hopefully make the process more pleasant. 

 
Prohibited on the Plane: 
● Excuses - Do not make your discussion section longer than the results. Communicate 

what you found and do not make an apology for why you didn’t find anything.  
● A Journal with a Low Impact Factor - Look at the quality of the studies you cite in 

your paper.  An impact factor indicates how frequently articles from that journal are cited 
in the literature. The journal is not being recognized by community if the impact factor is 
low. It needs at least a 1.0 impact factor.     

● Multiple use of tenses: Do not switch between tenses in your paper.   
● Long sentences: Use short sentences.  Say what you want to say with as few words as 

possible. “Do not prolong the agony.” 
● Headings instead of transition sentences: A heading is no substitute for a transition 

sentence. You should include in the previous paragraph (before the new heading) a 
sentence that leads to the next heading/paragraph.  

● Sloppy Joe: Sloppy writing might result in a rejection.  Always reread your writing. Hear 
yourself reading your writing out loud.  

● Denial: Writing is a process and not always a pleasant one. Don’t give up! 
● Cowardice: Don’t be afraid to suggest something new.  Back it up with evidence.  Stand 

on the shoulders of giants.  
● Movement between business and first classes without an upgrade: If you give room 

for a given construct (first class), that means that it is very important. It will be repeated 
throughout the article. Do not give room for ideas/constructs that are less important.    
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● Extra luggage: There is no room for much detail. What is the essential message you are 
trying to give? Focus on that. Lengthy papers are a sign of mediocrity. Keep it short.  

● Deviation from plan:  Fulfill your roadmap. You don’t have time to jump all over the 
place. If you are true to your road map, the rest of the passengers can follow along. 

● Non-cooperativeness:  Keep an open mind. Listen to your mentor and colleagues. 
Writing your capstone/dissertation is a collaboration.  

● Personification: Do not give human attributes to constructs.  For example, “the research 
studied” (NO) vs. “the researchers studied”(YES!) 

 
1. Pack your bags. Here's how to get all of your ideas together. 

1) Read the literature 
a) What do we know? 
b) What do we not know? Where is the gap in the literature? 

2) Create a Chart with all key components of an article can help identify what is known 
and what is not. Chart can include:  

a) Research question  
b) Data collection  
c) Type of analysis  
d) Main findings  
e) Other findings 
f) Limitations/critique 

3) Get ideas down first. It may help to write out all your ideas first.  This way you can 
focus on the content.  

 
2. Head to the airport. Here’s how to use your roadmap.   
The first paragraph is ALL IMPORTANT.  It will lay out for the reader what the issue is and 
WHY it will be examined. Don’t say “I’m going to do blah, then blah.” CUT TO THE CHASE. 
 
Template: 
 1. This is the issue 

○ No grand openings! Do NOT say: 
■ People have long been concerned…. 
■ Since the days of the Neanderthals…. 

2. Describe the issue 
○ Why should we care? What is the issue? 
○ Clear definitions, substantiating along the way 

3. Literature on issues 
● What do we know? What does the literature share with us about this issue? 

○ Findings indicate 
○ Researchers show….. 

4. What we don’t know about issue? 
● Present research is currently focused…. 
● Presently…. 

5. Most important part: WHO CARES? 
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● Why should we care about the issue? 
● Why the population? 

6. How you are going to address this gap? 
● Among whom are you going to address this gap? Clearly define population (What is an 

adolescent?) 
● Brief indication of methods (often description will allude to type of study) 

 
3. Check in your baggage. Here is how to make sentence by sentence revisions. Remember the 

principle of chop.  You can always go back and chop one more word from a sentence.  

 
 

Some quick ways to shorten sentences: 
 
Instead of…  Replace with…  

“As well as” “Also” ,“and” 

“In order to” “to” 

“Due to the fact” “Given”, “because” 

“Furthermore” “Further”  

“As a result of” “accordingly” 

“Pointed out” “Indicated”, “showed” 

“In other words” “That is” 

“End result” “result” 

“A large portion of participants” “Many participants” 

 
 
4. Get snacks at the duty-free shops. Here's how you substantiate. 
 

1. Use in-text citations whenever you mention an idea or definition that is taken from 
another researcher. 

2. DO NOT QUOTE. Unless really, really necessary. Unless spoken from the mouth of a 
GIANT in the literature. Unless really, really, really necessary. 
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3. Paraphrase instead of quoting. But make sure that what you are saying does not look like 
its original. Because that’s plagiarism.  

4. Use the APA style manual for in-text citations. 
5. Keep track of who you cite in the paper so that you have a complete reference list at the 

end. Citations are breadcrumbs on the journey.  Citing might save you!) 
6. Make sure the articles you use to substantiate your argument are sound.  
7. Content: According to Fran, “Be mindful that what is obvious to you may not be obvious 

to the reader.” 
8. Results and Discussion: Be succinct. Overwriting will make your reader feel stuffed.  
9. In the conclusion you have to answer the so what question!!!! 

 
5. Go through security. Talk to peers & professors about your writing. 
Good writers need readers. Another set of eyes will find the weak spots that your mind 
automatically fills in while reading because you are familiar with your own ideas. It is helpful to 
have someone who can be critical and honest about your clarity (not a cheerleader). 
 
People who would be good readers: 
A. Your peers in classes.  

1. Is there someone who shares a research interest with you? This person may help with 
your arguments and substantiation.  

2. Is there someone who does not share a direct research interest with you? This person may 
help with the clarity of your ideas. 

B. Your professors and mentors. 
1. Your professors have a vested interest in your success. Their feedback is crucial, and they 

can help you think through your arguments at any stage of your writing process.  
 

C. People who would not be good readers of your work:  
1. Your spouse 
2. Your parents 
3. Your cat/dog (though a cat would be more judgmental   

than a dog…) 
 
 
Tips for approaching readers: 

1. Ask nicely. Please and thank you go a long way in building a relationship. 
2. Be mindful of time. Give your reader enough time for a careful reading! Deadlines will be 

stressful for readers and will make them less motivated to give you constructive 
feedback. 

3. Give cues. Give your reader things to particularly watch for, whether it’s your definition 
of your construct or the clarity of the write-up of your results. 

4. Be thankful. Your reader put in a lot of time and effort--be 
thankful for that.  
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5. Be open. Be willing to adopt something new. Accept constructive criticism with an open 
mind. Remember, there is no such thing as my way or the highway.  We as researchers 
must be collaborative and flexible.  

6. Give back. Offer to be a reader in return! 
 
6. Board the plane. Use your opening paragraph to map out the rest of your paper. 
Your opening paragraph is the road map for the rest of the paper. Once it’s in solid shape, it’s 
time to move on to mapping the rest of your writing. 
 
Let’s refresh. The template for your opening paragraph should be as follows: 
Sentence One: What is the issue? 
Sentence Two: Define the issue and its key constructs. 
Sentence Three: What do we know from the literature about this issue? 
Sentence Four: What do we not know from the literature? 
Sentence Five: Why should we care? 
Sentence Six: How will you address this gap, among whom, and using what type of methods? 
 
Make sure your opening paragraph has this shape. 
 
The rest of your paper can be outlined as follows: 

1. Defining the issue (with substantiation). This might include your theoretical framework.  
Expand upon sentences 1 & 2 

2. Reviewing the literature (with substantiation). Expand upon sentence 3 
3. Addressing the gap in the literature (with substantiation). Expand upon sentence 4 
4. Your purpose and research questions. Expand upon sentences 5 & 6 

 
Then, you can write up your methodology, results, and discussion sections. 
 
Notice how your paper will take the shape outlined in your opening paragraph. As you write, 
make sure you have clear transitions from one idea to the next.  
 
7. Fly to your destination. Write the paper and enjoy the process! 
 
Format of Paper 
● Abstract 
● Introduction 
● Methodology 
● Results 
● Conclusion 
● Discussion, Limitations, Future Research 
● Work Cited 
● Graphs and Tables 

 
Recognize the real estate on paper 
● How much space is allocated to a given idea? 
● If you allocate more space, it means the idea is important 
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Keeping the Momentum 
● Write 10 minutes a day 
● End on a high note-finish for the day on a positive note, note when you are overworked. 
● Idealized Reader: someone who can provide an insight on whether something is or isn’t 

making sense 
● Have to keep an open mind, be flexible, and listen. 
● Be willing to adapt to another way of looking at a topic. 

○ Take each sentence and see how it builds on the other or next sentence (like a 
building or computer) 

● When you scroll on the computer, identify why you are doing so 
 
Tips: 
● The sentences should be able to stand alone. If a sentence is unclear, it will stand out.  
● Stop fighting for the right words. It is more important to get the point across. 
● You can start your draft by writing the results and then the literature review when you are 

working in a field that does not have established theories.  When there are established 
theories, you should start from the literature review.  

● Have an APA Publication manual available. Gain familiarity with technicalities such as: 
Never start a sentence with a number. Write it out (using letters) if it is under 10. If it is 
over 10 it is not recommended to start the sentence that way. 

 
8. Fran's Traveling Tips 
❖ “Don’t quote.” 
❖ “Stop using too many headings.” 
❖ “How can you address the gap?” 
❖ “Write the abstract at the end.” 
❖ “Why should we care?” 
❖ “If methodology is clean, work backwards.”  
❖ “What do you want to leave your reader with?” 
❖ “Your goal as a researcher is to move your reader through your paper. Readers have 

limited cognitive capacity.” 
❖ “Do not start with a grand opening.” 
❖ “Put your reader in a good mood.” 
❖ “Don’t prolong the agony.”  
❖ “Don’t tick off your reader.” 
❖ “Pick articles that relate to your topic.” 
❖ “Don’t use the term significant unless you are referring to statistics.” 
❖ “Don’t get into more words.” 
❖ “When you read back, stopping points are key.” 
❖ “The first paragraph provides a roadmap that guides the rest of the paper.” 
❖ “Writing is thinking.” 
❖ “Reread your work ALWAYS.” 
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❖ “Cleaning a sentence doesn’t make the idea clearer.” 
❖ “Never start with a number, write it out.” 
❖ “Locate the subject first before chopping.” 
❖ “Splurge, then chop.” 
❖ “Avoid filler words.” 
❖ “You do not need to say a lot in order to communicate a lot.” 
❖ “Look at your work in third person, as someone else.” 
❖ “Google the Impact Factor for journal articles.”  
❖ “Impact factor will tell you the amount of  times an average article has been cited from a 

journal. If the impact factor is less than 1, it is generally not a good source.” 

❖  “Building Sentences is like building computer code. If the lines don’t 
sequence correctly the program will not run.”    

 
 

 

 

 

Handy Travel Kit for when you encounter delayed take off:              

● Think about the reader. Will he be able to follow your thought?  Your goal is to put your 
reader in a good mood.  Your reader should be able to read through your writing easily 
and fast.  

● If you know what you are talking about, you should know what to say. If you don’t know 
what to say, it means that you don’t know what you are talking about.  

● Writing is about thinking.  To be a good writer means to think clearly.  Structure your 
ideas in a logical way and know what you are talking about.   

● Use boxes, flow charts, and graphs to help you visualize your ideas before you write. 
Outlines are also very useful.  

● A strong research question is short. Then you operationalize your question with methods.  
● Qualitative and quantitative research are designed to do two different things. The method 

you choose depends on the questions you ask. Most qualitative research is deductive in 
nature.  

● Keep the momentum going if you are in the process of writing. Try to keep writing.   
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Traveler’s Testimony: 

“If you lose your subject, you lose your reader”- Hannah R. 

The Fran Model In Action 

Citation: 
Clayton, K., Blumberg, F., & Auld, D. P. (2010). The relationship between motivation, learning 

strategies and choice of environment whether traditional or including an online 
component. British Journal of Educational Technology, 41(3), 349-364. 

 
Sentence 1— Topic sentence (this is the issue) 

  
One of the profound impacts of technological innovations in education is that of offering 
undergraduate and graduate classes online (Allen et al., 2004).  
  

Sentence 2- Defining constructs in the topic sentence (describe the issue) 
  
Online education is similar to other forms of e-learning, such as hybrid or blended courses (face-
to-face instruction with online learning), in that all use the Internet and communication 
technologies to teach students who are not in the same physical location (Tallent-Runnels et al., 
2006). 

Sentence 3- What is known about x, y , z (literature on the issue) 
  
This situation is clearly distinguished from more traditional learning environments in which no 
technological mediation of communication between teacher and students is required (see Berge 
& Collins, 1995; Hiltz, 1994; Kuehn, 1994; Tallent-Runnels et al). 
 

Sentence 4- What we know, continued. 
  
Research pertaining to why students may prefer an online education environment versus a more 
traditional classroom is notably sparse. Findings within the motivation literature, as related to 
education, have suggested that contributors to students' learning preferences include their goals 
for learning (Ames, 1992), their self-efficacy or perceived competence in learning (Bandura, 
1997) and their specific strategies for learning (Pintrich, Wolters & Baxter, 2000). 
   

Sentence 5- What we should know and why we should know about it. 
  
However, explication of how students' motivational beliefs and learning strategies influence their 
choice of learning environment when an online component is introduced is lacking. This lack is 
notable given current trends in higher education course offerings.  
 

Sentence 6 - What are you going to do about it? 
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This study was designed to address this gap and examined factors that contributed to individuals' 
choice of a particular type of learning environment be it online exclusively, hybrid or traditional 
in nature. 
  

Fran Stamped Topic Sentences  

Researchers suggest metacognitive strategies help middle school students improve in reading 

comprehension (Rader, 2009; Weir, 1998).   

Research highlights how dialogic reading may promote language skills among children ages 

three to five years (Aram, 2006; Hargrave & Sénéchal, 2000; Wasik et al., 2006; Whitehurst et 

al.,1999).  

Happy Travels on the Academic Writing Journey!  
 

 
 

We hope our tips and insights help you reach your destination. 
 
 
 

 
Thanks to Dr. Fran Blumberg for piloting us through Academic Writing! 


